THE FINEST CLOCK IN AMERICA. PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

TWO THOUSAND AND ELEVEN

Timeless.
Chelsea Clocks have sailed the seas with the U.S. military. They have
graced the ocean’s most luxurious yachts, and they have stood watch at
meetings between heads of state, captains of industry, princes of
nations, and kings of rock and roll. They are treasured by passionate
collectors everywhere, and cherished from one generation to the next.
Often, they are given as gifts to some of the luckiest people in the
world.
We invite you to discover our exquisite time machines, each one a timeless work of art, crafted by master clockmakers to the same exacting
standards for more than 100 years. A Chelsea clock is the finest clock in
America, past, present and future.

Ship’s Bell Clocks
Our Ship’s Bell clock signals the passage of time with gentle chimes that recall the language and
lore of the sea. One bell for each half hour. Eight bells at 4, 8 and 12 o’clock to mark the end of a
mariner’s watch. No need to look at the clock’s hand-silvered dial or etched enamel numbers—
except to admire their understated elegance. This is a work of art that truly tells time. Inside each
Ship’s Bell clock are hundreds of precision parts, many plated with gold or fabricated with jewels,
to ensure accuracy and endure the rigors of the sea. Indeed they are as beautiful on the inside as
they are to behold, as pleasing to the eye as they are to the ear.
The 6” Dial Ship’s Bell
Clock in Brass
28011; $2,425
Hinged bezel shown on solid
mahogany traditional base. Hand
crafted Ship’s Bell mechanical
mechanism. Made in Chelsea,
MA. Forged solid brass case,
deeply etched hand silvered dial.
Packaged in our luxury blue presentation gift box. Total weight:
12 lbs.
Dimensions on base:
9 1/2”H x 14”W x 4 1/8”D
Options
20496 6” Ship’s Bell Clock,
Brass; $2,200
90496 6” Ship’s Bell Clock,
Nickel; $2,350
23370 6” Traditional base $225

The 8 1/2” Dial Ship’s Bell Clock in Brass
29001; $3,450
Hinged bezel shown on solid mahogany traditional base. Hand crafted Ship’s Bell mechanical mechanism.
Packaged in our luxury blue presentation gift box. Total weight: 22 lbs.
Dimensions on base: 13 3/4”H x 19 3/4”W x 5 1/2”D
Options
20937 8 1/2” Ship’s Bell Clock, Brass; $3,000
90937 8 1/2” Ship’s Bell Clock, Nickel; $3,200
24494 8 1/2” Traditional base; $450

All ship’s bell clocks come with a five year warranty, and are individually numbered and registered in our
manufacturing log books.
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The 4 1/2” Dial Ship’s Bell
Clock in Nickel
27124; $3,100
Hinged bezel clock with matching barometer
shown on solid mahogany book-ends. Hand
crafted Ship’s Bell mechanism. Made in Chelsea,
MA. Forged solid brass case, nickel finish, deeply
etched hand silvered dial.
Total weight: 16 lbs.
Dimensions; 8 1/4”H x 8 3/4”W x 5 1/2”D each
Options
90501 4 1/2” Ship’s Bell Clock, Nickel; $2,100
90625 4 1/2” Ship’s Bell Barometer, Nickel; $750
20501 4 1/2” Ship’s Bell Clock, Brass; $1,950
20625 4 1/2” Ship’s Bell Barometer, Brass; $650
24581 4 1/2” Mahogany book-ends; $250

The 6” Dial Ship’s Bell Clock in Nickel
28097; $2,450
Hinged bezel clock shown on round hardwood plaque for wall mounting.
Hand crafted Ship’s Bell mechanism. Made in Chelsea, MA. Forged solid
brass case, nickel finish, deeply etched hand silvered dial. Plaque is solid
hardwood. Solid brass nickel plated mounting hardware imbedded in
back of plaque. Total weight: 11 lbs.
Dimensions (on plaque); 9 1/2” Diameter, 4 3/4”D
Options
90496 6” Ship’s Bell Clock, Nickel; $2,350
20496 6” Ship’s Bell Clock, Brass; $2,200
54389 6” Solid hardwood round plaque, black; $100
54388 6” Solid hardwood round plaque, mahogany; $100

The 4 1/2” Dial Ship’s Bell Clock in Nickel
27121; $2,275
Hinged bezel shown on solid mahogany traditional base. Hand
crafted Ship’s Bell mechanism. Made in Chelsea, MA.
Forged solid brass case, nickel finish, deeply etched hand silvered dial. Packaged in our luxury blue presentation gift box.
Total weight: 8 lbs.
Dimensions on base: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D
Options
23368 4 1/2” Traditional base; $175
24355 4 1/2” Contemporary base; $100
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Special Edition Clocks
The Centennial
20920; $3,000
Created to celebrate Chelsea Clocks 100 years of fine American clock
making. Forged solid brass case, hinged bezel. American walnut and
brass base. 6” dial with gold plated raised numerals, gold plated reveal
center piece and silvered brass dial. The precision wind-up Chelsea
movement chimes the traditional ship’s bell code.
Each clock is individually numbered and registered in Chelsea’s manufacturing log book. Packaged in our luxury blue presentation box. Five
year manufacturers warranty. Total weight: 11 lbs.
Dimensions on base: 9 1/4”H x 8 3/4”W x 3 3/4”D
The Centennial is produced in a limited edition quantity of 2000 pieces
accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity.

The Mariner
2003; $4,000
One of the finest nautically inspired clocks ever made in this country.
The Mariner is an exact reproduction of an original yacht wheel, first
patented and produced by Chelsea Clock in 1911. The metal base and
case are forged from solid brass. The forged Brass bezel opens with
the original “shield” hinge and latch design. Polished and bronzed
finishes are preserved with a clear lacquer coating. The clock’s 6 inch
dial is made of deeply etched brass then hand silvered, enameled and
lacquered. The wood base and back are made of solid mahogany.
Custom designed presentation gift box. Hand crafted ship’s bell
mechanism. Made in Chelsea, MA. Five year warranty.
Total weight: 33 lbs.
Dimensions: 17 1/2”H x 14”W x 5 1/2” D

The Pilot
2004, $3,000
The Pilot is an exact reproduction of an original yacht wheel, first
patented and produced by Chelsea Clock in 1911. The metal case
is forged from solid brass. The forged brass bezel opens with the
original “shield” hinge and latch design. Polished and bronzed
finishes are preserved with a clear lacquer coating. The clock’s dial
is made from deeply etched brass then hand silvered, enameled
and lacquered. Hand-crafted Ship’s Bell mechanism, consisting of
364 brass and gold plated parts with an 11 jewel clock movement.
Strikes the traditional ship’s bell code. Custom designed
presentation gift box. Made in Chelsea, MA. Five year warranty.
Total weight: 15 lbs.
Dimensions: 14 1/2” outside diameter, 6” dial, 3 3/4”D

The Mariner and the Pilot are produced in a limited edition quantity of 500 pieces accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity. Each clock is individually numbered and registered in Chelsea’s manufacturing log book.
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8.5” Concord Non-striking Mechanical
Clock in Brass on Walnut Base
29080; $3,600
A new addition to our mechanical clock line, this stunning
piece is an updated version of an earlier classic.
We married a high performance time only movement
dating back to WWII with a beautifully crafted brass and
wooden base to produce an elegant and unique timepiece.
Eight and one half inch clock on hand rubbed walnut and brass
base. Solid brass forged case with flawless hand buffed finish. Deeply etched, hand silvered brass dial. Decorative hands.
Hand applied gold plated numerals. Eight-day key wind. Made
in America. Total weight: 26 lbs. Five Year Warranty.
Gift box included. Total weight: 26 lbs.
Dimensions: 12 3/4”H x 14”W x 5 3/4”D

6” Lexington Non-striking Mechanical Clock in
Brass on Walnut Base
28098; $3,000
A new addition to our mechanical clock line, this stunning
piece is an updated version of an earlier classic. We married a
high performance time only movement, dating back to WWII,
with a beautifully crafted brass and wooden base to produce
an elegant and unique timepiece.
Six inch clock on hand rubbed walnut base with brass feet.
Solid brass forged case with flawless hand buffed finish. Deeply etched, hand silvered brass dial. Decorative hands. Hand
applied gold plated numerals. Eight-day key wind. Made in
America. Total weight: 11 lbs. Five Year Warranty.
Gift box included. Total weight: 11 lbs.
Dimensions: 9”H x 9 3/4”W x 4 1/8”D

Andover Classic
29082; $3,600
The Andover Classic is a superb new timepiece in the Chelsea
tradition of fine craftsmanship and distinctive clock making.
This 8.5 inch clock features a furniture quality solid walnut
base, solid forged brass case, deeply etched silver dial, decorative hands, hand applied gold plated numerals and our signature Ship’s Bell mechanism. 8-day key wind chiming Ship’s
Bell mechanism Made in America. Total weight: 27 lbs.
Five Year Warranty.
Dimensions: 12 3/4”H x 14”W x 5 3/4”D
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Polaris Collection
The perfect blend of elegant watch styling and classic clock design, this series features a matte
and frosted silver dial with bold cobalt blue numerals. Collection includes clocks, barometers, and
tide instruments in chrome or brass finish with sport or traditional screw bezel.

Polaris Clock and Barometer, Sport Bezel
on Double Base
27247; $875
Barometer with double bellows holosteric movement and
matching tide instrument with beveled glass. Forged solid
brass, 4.5-inch precision etched silver toned dial, dramatic
raised cobalt blue enamel numerals, black ename bold
sport-style hands, and a streamlined sport bezel. Mounted
on Traditional base; handcrafted in America from solid
Mahogany. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 6 1/2”H x 13 3/4”W x 3”D
Note: Tide Instrument is designed to display Tide readings
for the East Coast of the United States only.

Options
40148 Polaris Tide Only, Sport Bezel; $375

Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock, Traditional Base
27115; $550
Forged solid brass, 4.5-inch precision etched silver toned dial, dramatic
raised cobalt blue enamel numerals, black enamel 12 and 24 hour markings
and bold sport-style hands, and a traditional bezel. Mounted on Traditional
base; handcrafted in America from solid Mahogany. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D

Options
40135 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Traditional Bezel; $375
40146 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Sport Bezel; $375

Polaris Barometer
40133; $375
Forged solid brass, 4.5-inch precision etched silver toned dial, dramatic raised cobalt
blue enamel numerals, black enamel markings, bold sport-style hands, traditional
bezel, with double bellows holosteric barometer movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5.75”H x 5.75”W x 2.5”D

Options
40149 Polaris Barometer, Sport bezel; $375
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Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock in Chrome,
Sport Bezel on Contemporary Base
27226; $550
Forged solid brass, chrome finish. Features 4.5-inch
precision etched silver toned dial, dramatic raised cobalt blue enamel
numerals, black enamel markings and bold sport-style hands, and a
streamlined sport bezel.. Optional brass finish, or traditional bezel. Two
year warranty. Mounted on black contemporary base in handcrafted
American hardwood.
Dimensions: 6 1/2”H x 7 7/8”W x 3”D
Options
80146 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Chrome, Sport Bezel; $450
80135 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450

Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock in Chrome, Sport Bezel
on Cherry Base
80146, 23368C; $625
Forged solid brass, chrome finish. Features 4.5-inch precision etched
silver toned dial, dramatic raised cobalt blue enamel numerals, black
enamel 12 and 24 hour markings and bold sport-style hands, a
streamlined sport bezel and beveled glass. Optional brass finish, or
traditional bezel. Two year warranty. Mounted on cherry traditional
base in handcrafted American hardwood.
Dimensions: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D
Options
80146 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Chrome, Sport Bezel; $450
80135 Polaris 12/24 Hour Clock Only, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450

Polaris Barometer in Chrome, Sport Bezel
80149; $450
Forged solid brass, chrome finish. Features 4.5-inch precision etched silver toned
dial, dramatic raised cobalt blue enamel numerals, black enamel markings, bold sportstyle hands, beveled glass with double bellows holosteric barometer movement. Two
year warranty. Optional brass finish, or traditional bezel.
Dimensions: 5.75”H x 5.75”W x 2.5”D
Options
80133 Polaris Barometer, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450
80147 Polaris Tide, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450
80148 Polaris Tide, Chrome, Sport Bezel; $450
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Carbon Fiber Collection
A unique and revolutionary approach to timepiece design, which marries our traditional nautical
clock features with elegant watch styling using cutting edge carbon fiber as well as a highly
polished forged brass. Collection includes clocks, barometers, and tide instruments in chrome or
brass finish with sport or traditional bezel.

Carbon Fiber Flag Clock
27231; $550
The Carbon Fiber Flag Clock features a 4.5 inch
precision etched carbon fiber dial, enameled nautical
flags representing numerals one through twelve and
sport hands. Forged solid brass and traditional screw
bezel. Options include chrome, sport bezel and black
contemporary base. Shown on traditional base in
hand finished solid American cherry hardwood. Two
year warranty.
Dimensions: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D
Options
40119 Flag Clock, Brass, Traditional Bezel; $375
40142 Flag Clock, Brass, Sport Bezel; $375

Carbon Fiber Barometer
40120; $375
The Carbon Fiber Barometer features 4.5 inch precision etched carbon fiber dial, bold sport-style hands and a double bellows holosteric barometer
movement Forged solid brass and traditional screw bezel. Options include
chrome and sport bezel. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5.75”H x 5.75”W x 2.5”D
Options
40145 Carbon Fiber Barometer, Brass, Sport Bezel; $375

Carbon Fiber Tide
40143; $375
The Carbon Fiber Tide features a 4.5 inch precision etched carbon fiber
dial and bold sport-style hands. Features forged solid brass and traditional
screw bezel. Options include chrome and sport bezel. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5.75”H x 5.75”W x 2.5”D
Note: Tide Instrument is designed to display Tide readings for the East
Coast of the United States only.
Options
40144 Carbon Fiber Tide, Brass, Sport Bezel; $375
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Carbon Fiber Flag Clock and
Barometer in Chrome, Double Base
27237; $1,025
The Carbon Fiber Flag Clock features a 4.5 inch precision
etched carbon fiber dial, enameled nautical flags representing numerals one through twelve. Barometer features
double bellows holosteric movement. Forged solid
brass case with chrome finish and streamlined sport
screw bezel. Two year warranty. Shown on black double
base in hand finished solid American hardwood.
Dimensions: 6 1/2”H x 13 3/4”W x 3”D
Options
80119 Flag Clock, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450
80120 Barometer, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450

Carbon Fiber Flag Clock in Chrome, Contemporary Base
27236; $550
The Carbon Fiber Flag Clock features a 4.5 inch precision etched carbon
fiber dial, enameled nautical flags representing numerals one through
twelve. Forged solid brass case with chrome finish and streamlined sport
screw bezel. Two year warranty. Shown on black contemporary base in
hand finished solid American hardwood.
Dimensions: 6 1/2”H x 7 7/8”W x 3”D
Options
80119 Flag Clock, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450

Carbon Fiber 12 Hour Clock, Contemporary Base
27252; $550
The Carbon Fiber 12 hour Clock features a 4.5 inch precision
etched carbon fiber dial, bold sport-style hands, and enameled
numerals one through twelve. Forged solid brass and sport screw
bezel. Two year warranty. Shown on black contemporary base in
hand finished solid American hardwood.
Dimensions: 6 1/2”H x 7 7/8”W x 3”D
Options
80151 Carbon Fiber 12 Hour Clock, Chrome, Sport Bezel; $450
80150 Carbon Fiber 12 Hour Clock, Chrome, Traditional Bezel; $450
40151 Carbon Fiber 12 Hour Clock, Brass, Sport Bezel; $375
40150 Carbon Fiber 12 Hour Clock, Brass, Traditional Bezel; $375
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Chelsea Clock Recognition
Noteworthy achievements and milestones in life deserve an equally impressive symbol of
recognition. It’s no wonder so many organizations around the world mark these important
occasions by presenting a Chelsea Clock. Our elegant and understated timepieces
complement any home or office and serve as a living acknowledgment of gratitude,
appreciation, and accomplishment. Chelsea’s artisan engravers have personalized thousands of
clocks for a range of clients inlcuding heads of state, noteworthy corporate leaders,
distinguished academic institutions and high-profile celebrities from around the world. It is hard
to find a memento more valued than a Chelsea Clock—a gift that is treasured for all time.
Constitution
90886 Nickel; $450
20886 Brass; $375
Forged solid brass case, nickel finish. 3 1/2” Dial, quartz
movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5 1/2”H x 5 1/4”W x 2 1/8”D

Chatham
20864; $320
Forged solid brass case, mahogany base. 3 1/2” Dial,
quartz movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5 1/8”H x 5 5/8”W x 3 1/2”D

Presidential
20906; $450
Forged solid brass case, screw bezel, mahogany base.
4 1/2” Dial, quartz movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D
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Dartmouth
20989; $390
Fashioned after the Hancock, a vintage model
Chelsea produced from 1928-1934, the Dartmouth is
a contemporary version of the earlier classic. Solid
brass case and base, individually hand buffed,
polished and lacquered to a flawless tarnish-resistant
finish. Beautifully designed and crafted to maintain
integrity for generations to enjoy. Precision-made
interlocking parts control the swivel style case,
featuring hand-silvered brass dial, etched numerals,
period European hands and beveled glass. Mounted
on a three tiered, felt lined round base. 2 3/4” Dial,
quartz movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 4 1/8”H, Base, 4 1/2”D

Mayfair
20980; $450
Reproduction of popular art deco Chelsea clock circa 1932.
Forged solid brass case in nickel finish with brass accents.
4” Dial, quartz movement. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 4 3/4”H x 6 3/8”W x 2 1/4”D

Embassy Clock
20860; $350
Forged solid brass case, hinged back door. Quartz movement.
Two year warranty. 3” Dial.
Dimensions: 5 3/4”H x 4 1/2”W x 2 1/2”D

All Chelsea products can be personalized with engraving, directly on the case, or on an engraving plaque affixed to the
item. All brass items are lacquered to preserve the finish and protect the case from tarnish.
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Round Desk Alarm Clock in Brass

Round Desk Alarm Clock in Nickel

20978; $175

90978; $200

Forged solid brass case Quartz movement with alarm
function. Two year warranty.

Forged solid brass case with nickel finish. Quartz
movement with alarm function. Two year warranty.

Dimensions: 3” Diameter, 1 3/4”D

Dimensions: 3” Diameter, 1 3/4”D

Square Desk Alarm Clock in Brass

Square Desk Alarm Clock in Nickel

20974; $200

90974; $225

Forged solid brass case. Quartz movement with alarm
function. Two year warranty.

Forged solid brass case, nickel finish. Quartz
movement with alarm function. Two year warranty.

Dimensions: 3 1/2”H x 3 3/8”W x 1 3/4”D

Dimensions: 3 1/2”H x 3 3/8”W x 1 3/4”D
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Round Desk Set
90984 Nickel; $225
Solid brass case, nickel plated. Hand
buffed and polished to Chelsea’s
signature illustrious and tarnish-resistant
finish. Mounted on black marble base.
High quality rollerball pen in black with
nickel accent. Quartz movement. Two
year warranty. Includes matching
engraving plate.
Dimensions: Base, 5”H x 8”W. Dial, 3”

Chatham on Black Marble
20933; $360
Solid brass case, hand buffed and
polished to Chelsea’s signature
illustrious and tarnish-resistant finish.
Mounted on solid black marble base.
Quartz movement. Two year warranty.
Includes matching engraving plate.
Dimensions: Base, 5”H x 7”W. Dial, 3 1/2”
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The 6” Dial Shipstrike Mechanical Clock in Brass
28041; $1,100
Forged solid brass case, hinged bezel, shown on solid
mahogany traditional base. Hand crafted German
movement. Strikes the traditional Ship’s Bell chimes. Two
year warranty.
Dimensions on base: 9 1/2”H x 14”W x 4”D
Options
40026 6” Shipstrike Mechanical Clock; $875
40027 6” Shipstrike Barometer; $525
23370 6” Traditional base; $225

The 4 1/2” Dial Shipstrike Mechanical Clock and
Barometer in Brass
27043; $1,350
Forged solid brass case, hinged bezel, shown on solid
mahogany double base. Hand crafted German movement.
Strikes the traditional Ship’s Bell chimes. Two year warranty.
Dimensions on base: 6 1/2”H x 13 3/4”W x 3 3/4”D
Options
40013 4 1/2” Shipstrike Mechanical Clock; $775
40017 4 1/2” Shipstrike Barometer; $450
24356 4 1/2” Double Base; $125

The 4 1/2” Dial Shipstrike Quartz Clock in Brass
27061; $775
Forged solid brass case, screw bezel, shown on solid mahogany traditional base. German quartz movement,
battery operated. Strikes the traditional Ship’s Bell chimes.
Two year warranty.
Dimensions on base: 7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4” D
Options
40033 4 1/2” Shipstrike Quartz Clock; $600
23368 4 1/2” Traditional base; $175
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Brewster
Angled paper weight clock, milled from solid brass, hand buffed and polished to Chelsea’s signature illustrious and tarnishresistant finish. Nickel-plated, radiant blue dial, raised numerals with nickel-plated hands. Base is lined with felt. Also available in Brass with white dial. Quartz movement. Two year warranty. Packaged in our luxury blue presentation gift box.
Dimensions: Height, 5/8”. Base, 3 1/2” Diameter

PAPER WEIGHTS

Options
90990 Nickel; $190
20990 Brass; $180

Classic paperweight compass or clock,
finished in either brass or nickel. Case milled
from solid brass, hand buffed and polished
to Chelsea’s signature illustrious and
tarnish-resistant finish. Mounted on a feltlined base. Two year warranty. Packaged
in our luxury blue presentation gift box.
Weight: 1.15 lbs.
Dimensions: Height, 3/4”. Base, 3 1/2”D.
Options
20982 Compass, Brass; $100
90982 Compass, Nickel; $110
20981 Clock, Brass; $100
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Waterfall Paperweight Clock in Brass
20977; $80
Forged solid brass. Gold plated brass waterfall
bezel, glass crystal. Packaged in our
luxury blue presentation gift box.
1 1/2” Dial, 2” Diameter

Cable Paperweight Clock
20976; $90
Forged solid brass. Gold plated brass and stainless steel cable
bezel, glass crystal. Packaged in our luxury blue presentation
gift box.
1 1/2” Dial, 2” Diameter

Waterfall Paperweight Clock in Nickel
90977; $100
Nickel over solid forged brass, waterfall bezel, glass crystal.
Packaged in our luxury blue presentation gift box.
Two year warranty. 25 piece minimum.
1 1/2” Dial, 2” Diameter
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Cable Weather Station
40136; $200
Solid Brass clock and barometer with stainless steel cable, mounted on solid wood
plaque in mahogany finish. Engraving plate included. Quartz movement.
Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 5 1/2”H x 12 1/4”W x 1 3/4D

Three Function Cable Wall Clock
40137; $200
Solid Brass wall clock with thermometer and hygrometer mounted on brass bezel
and solid wood base, with stainless steel cable. White dial. Quartz movement.
Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 9 1/2”diameter x 2 3/4” depth

Three Function Cable Desk Clock
40139; $250
Brass desk clock with hygrometer and thermometer. White dial, glass crystal with
stainless steel cable. On solid brass base. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 6 1/8”H x 5 3/4”W x 2 1/2”D

Five Function Cable Calendar Clock
40138; $350
Solid Brass calendar clock with brushed stainless steel cable. Solid brass case,
brushed finish, white dial. Quartz movement with moonphase made by Hermle in
Germany. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 6 1/8”H x 5 3/4”W x 2 1/2”D

Cable Paperweight Clock
40141; $135
Solid brass case. Stainless steel cable bezel with glass crystal. Custom compass
design on silver dial. Two year warranty.
Dimensions: 1 1/8”Dial, 2” Diameter
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Bases and Wall Plaques

(A) 23368 Traditional Base, Mahogany

(B) 23368C Traditional Base, Cherry

(C) 23368B Traditional Base, Black

(D) 24355 Contemporary Base, Mahogany

(E) 24755 Contemporary Base, Black

(F) 24581 Book Ends, Mahogany

(G) 24356 Double Base, Mahogany

(H) 24756 Double Base, Black

Solid Mahogany Base Options

Solid Cherry Base Options

Solid Maple, Black Finish Base Options

(A) 23368 Traditional Base for
4 1/2” clock. $175.
7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D

(B) 23368C Traditional Base.
Fits 4 1/2” clock; $175.
7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D

(C) 23368B Traditional Base.
Fits 4 1/2” clock; $175.
7 1/2”H x 9 1/2”W x 4”D

23370 Traditional Base for 6” clock.
$225. 9 1/2”H x 14”W x 4 1/8”D

23370B Traditional Base.
Fits 6” clock; $225.
9 1/2”H x 14”W x 4 1/8”D

24494 Traditional Base for 8 1/2” clock.
$450. 13 1/4”H x 19 3/4”W x 5 1/2”D

(E) 24755 Contemporary Base.
Fits 4 1/2” clock; $100.
3 3/4”H x 7 7/8”W x 2 3/4”D

(D) 24355 Contemporary Base.
Fits 4 1/2” clock; $100.
3 3/4”H x 7 7/8”W x 2 3/4”D

(H) 24756 Double Base.
Fits two 4 1/2” items; $125.
3 3/4”H x 13 3/4”W x 2 3/4”D

(F) 24581 Book Ends. Fits 4 1/2” clock
and barometer; $250.
Dimensions for each book-end:
8 1/4”H x 8 3/4”W x 5 1/2”D
(G) 24356 Double Base. Fits two 4
1/2” items; $125.
3 3/4”H x 13 3/4”W x 2 3/4”D
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Round Inset Mounting
Plaques		
Solid Mahogany. Solid brass
mounting hardware imbedded
in back of plaque.
54390 4 1/2” Solid mahogany.
Holds 4 1/2” clock; $75. 7 1/2”
diameter, 1 1/8” depth
54391 4 1/2” Solid hardwood,
black finish. Holds 4 1/2” clock;
$75. 7 1/2” diameter, 1 1/8”depth
54388 Solid mahogany. Holds
6” clock; $100.
9 1/2” diameter, 1 1/8”depth
54389 Solid hardwood, black
finish. Holds 6” clock; $100.
9 1/2” diameter, 1 1/8” depth
54409 Solid mahogany. Holds 8
1/2” clock; $125.
12 1/2” diameter, 1 1/8” depth
54410 Solid hardwood, black
finish. Holds 8 1/2” clock; $125.
12 1/2” diameter, 1 1/8” depth

Rectangular Wall Plaque For 4 1/2” Clock
Solid Mahogany. Solid brass mounting hardware imbedded in back of plaque.
Comes with engraving plaque and screws.

Dimensions: 12”H x 9”W
Options
54392 Solid mahogany; $100
54393 Solid hardwood, black finish; $100

Rectangular Combination Wall Plaque for two 4 1/2”
Items, or one 6” item		
Solid Mahogany. Solid brass mounting hardware imbedded in back
of plaque. Comes with engraving plaque and screws.
Dimensions: 10 1/2H” x 14 1/2”W x 3/4”D
Options
54493 Solid Mahogany; $125
54494 Solid hardwood, black finish; $125
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Customizing a Chelsea
Chelsea Clock offers world class customization services which are ideal for gift giving, award
presentations, and marking milestones and achievements. Options range from engraving on
clock cases and plates to screen printing company logos on dials. Please see below for
samples of some of our most popular personalization choices. Please contact our sales
department at 866-899-2805 or sales@chelseaclock.com to discuss engraving options in
further detail.
Straight Line Engraving
Inscribe a custom message in the font of your choice directly on a clock case or plate. A
variety of traditional and script fonts are available. Receive up to 5 lines of engraving for
$25.00.

Engraved Logo On Ship’s Bell Dial
For a timeless and unique look, we will engrave your company logo with a blackened treatment directly on a Ship’s Bell Clock’s dial. A one-time artwork charge of $125.00 applies, as
well as a $15.00 per piece run charge.

Logo Engraving on Clock Case
Subtle yet distinctive, logos can also be engraved directly on a clock case or plate. A
$125.00 one-time artwork charge applies, as well as $15.00 per piece run charge. Add an
additional $5 per line for text engraving.

Engraving Plates
Made from high quality solid brass in a variety of styles and sizes, our engraving plates can
be custom engraved with a message or logo of your choice. Finishes are available in both
solid brass as well as nickel. Options will vary depending on the clock or base.

Signatures & Monograms
Signatures may be scanned, digitized and engraved to the plate or clock case of your
choice. Monograms are available in a variety of script and traditional fonts. Receive up to
5 lines of engraving for a flat fee of $25.00. A $15.00 charge applies for each signature or
monogram. Note, logos may be added for an additional art charge of $125.00.

Screen Printing
Most Chelsea Clock dials can be screen printed with logos in multiple colors, a stunning
presentation for company achievement and retirement awards. Camera-ready artwork is
required on a plain white background as well as any required PMS colors. Artwork may
be submitted via Email to sales@chelseaclock.com as a JPEG file. A $125.00 one time art
charge, $80 one time per color scan charge as well as a $5.00 per color, per piece run
charge applies.
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